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Fax Hosted Service
Secure fax hosted service for sending and receiving faxes with email.
How Hosted Fax Services Can Help You:


No fax server to manage or maintain



Reduce cost by eliminating fax lines connected to the fax machines



Ability to keep existing fax numbers by porting to the fax hosted service



Eliminate busy signals: faxes are sent and received immediately



Easy to use web portal with visibility to the fax usage



Secure TLS



Live world class technical support located in Massachusetts



Helps meet HIPAA, SOX, FERPA, and other compliancy concerns



No committed contract

On Premises Fax Server
Reliable, scaleable and secure on premises enterprise fax server solution for
companies with large volumes of fax traffic.
How Biscom’s on premises fax server can help you


Less time managing since user management and authentication is directly integrated with Active
Directory



Reduce cost by eliminating fax machines and phone lines connecting to MFP’s



Easy to train users since it works with Outlook, Office 365, Gmail, SharePoint, content and
document management solutions, and other software applications



Maintain one true enterprise solution that handles every fax need



Meets security requirements with encryption of data at rest with complete audit trail



Real-time monitoring with automatic alerts



Helps meet HIPAA, SOX, FERPA, and other compliancy concerns with Job tracking and reporting



Live experienced technical service and support located in Massachusetts

Hybrid
Use both the on premises fax server solution and the fax hosted service to meet
high availability and disaster recovery requirements without any manual processes.
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Secure File Transfer solution
Web-based solution replacing insecure FTP and email to send and share files all
while being easy for end users to operate without IT involvement and no file size
limitation.
How can Secure File Transfer help you?
 Gives users the ability to send and share large and confidential files without involving IT


Reduces your Exchange server mailbox size by re-routing attachments through the Secure File
Transfer solution



Helps meet compliance requirements including HIPAA, SOX, FERPA, etc. (FIPS 140-2 certification for
encryption at rest)



Replaces less secure methods, such as FTP, USB drives, email, etc. giving you peace of mind
knowing you are securing important and valuable corporate data



Easy to set up and manage integrating with directory services



Provides detailed reports on all activity and provides an auditor/compliance role



Deploys as an on premise or private cloud solution



Live world class experienced technical support located in Massachusetts

Verosync
Verosync combines the simple sharing features that users want with the security
that IT needs. Sync your files and folders to give you access to all your data without
having to think about how to move them from device to device.
How can Verosync help you?


Allows people to collaborate with others inside and outside the organization without getting the IT
department involved



Less time managing and administrating since Verosync leverages Active Directory and LDAP for
real –time user administration and role management



Simple and Intuitive to use



A complete audit trail for a compliancy officer



Files are protected with FIPS 140-2 certified, AES 256-bit encryption.



Support for MobileIron’s enterprise mobility management solution for BYOD policies

About_Biscom
Biscom is a world leader in secure enterprise document delivery with solutions including the award-winning
enterprise FAXCOM® Server and FAXCOM Anywhere cloud fax solutions, Biscom Secure File Transfer, and
Verosync, an enterprise-ready file synchronization and sharing solution. Founded in 1986, Biscom is the
industry’s recognized innovation and customer service leader and has provided many of the world’s largest
companies with secure communications solutions. Learn more at www.biscom.com or call 1-800-477-2472.
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